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We assume you have read the "TT455-RT-238 Quick Guide" and the "CommandList" ?

Memory Map is where you specify which Triggers should control which Actions.

You can control the TT455-RT-238 with for example:

A remote control (see next page).
A computer (communication protocol available).
The two digital inputs (relays, switches, contacts, etc.).
Buttons on the front of the external IR receiver
And yes, you can trigger the TT455-RT-238 by a mixture of the above.

You can get the TT455-RT-238 to send out or control for example:

InfraRed signals in the range 16-80 KHz and 455 KHz.
RS232 commands for light systems, projectors, relay boards, etc. etc. etc.
Two digital outputs for relays, B&O systems, etc.
And yes, you can control multiple actions on the same trigger (macros) and you can mix the
type of actions.

The Actions are the commands you downloaded or created in CommandList.

And now it is time to put them to work :o)

TRIGGERS

ACTIONS
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Step 1
Select how you wan to control the TT455-RT-238

Step 2
Select the project you are working on

Step 3
Setup your Memory Map (configuration)

Adjust settings as you go along

Adjust Input/Output as you go along

        Dealers sharing tools

                 Mostly for internal use
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Memory Map RemoteControl

How do you want to control your TT455-RT-238 ?

Select a remote control
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LOGITECH SMART HUB
You can use a SmartPhone or your Ipad to WIFI control your
LinTronic products by means of the LogiTech Smart Hub.

We offer a separate document on the various
 solutions:

http://lintronic.dk/AppNote_LogiTech.pdf

SONY

YOUR FAVORITE REMOTE
If you have a favorable remote - we might be able to allow you to use
that to contol the TT455-RT-238.
If you are interested, please contact LinTronic.

RemoteControl

BANG & OLUFSEN
You may control your TT455-RT-238 from your:
Beolink 1000, Beo1, BEO4, BEO5 and BEO6, Beoremote One,
Beoremote Bluetooth, B&O Keyring, Beocom 6000 and the remote
from the BeoSound 8 IPod dock.

LIGHT RADIOTV

CDDVDSAT

ATAPEVTAPE RECORD

987

654

321

MENU0TEXT

GO

EXITLIST

STOP

>

>

BANG & OLUFSEN

>

>

>> >>

APPLE, BOSE, NEC
You may control the TT455-RT-238 from
a NEC code based remote control:
For example Apple, and Bose use NEC codes.

LINTRONIC CODESET
LinTronic have developed a special
codeset for learnable remotes.
(Goto our Support and search for '745')
These commands can be learned into
your favorite learnable remote.

TV

MUSIC

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

LIST 0 GUIDE

INFO

P+

OP- -

+

>>

>

>

BANG&OLUFSEN

SAMSUNG
You may control the
TT455-RT-238 from
a Samsung remote.

PHILIPS
You may control the
TT455-RT-238 from
a Philips remote.
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Memory Map Project

Create a new project
or copy existing

Mark and select

If project has been edited
after it has been saved to TT455-RT-28

this field is red

Select a project

Change project
for specific hardware
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TRIGGERS ACTIONS

Triggers and Actions

Memory Map
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Select Controller, Mode, Trigger
See next page

Add/Remove product to/from project

Choose product and command
to send out on the selected
Controller, Mode, Trigger

Add to your project

AutoMatch

Memory Map

Triggers and Actions
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BEO4 (infrared, TT-IR-8087030/8089002 required)
- If your BEO4 remote holds a SAT button, then choose BEO4 SAT.
- If your BEO4 remote holds a DTV button, then choose BEO4 DTV.
- If your BEO4 remote holds the navigation button, then choose BEO4 NAVI.
- If you want to use a BEO5 or a BEO6, then choose BEO5.

BEOREMOTE ONE (infrared, TT-IR-8087030/8089002 required)

BEOREMOTE ONE BLUETOOTH (infrared and bluetooth)
- BT-RS232 required.

RADIOLIGHTTV

CDDVDSAT

ATAPERECORDVTAPE

987

654

321

MENU0TEXT

GO

EXITLIST

STOP

>

>

BANG & OLUFSEN

>
>

>> >>

v

v

Button 1

Button 2

Button 3

Button 4

LED 1

LED 2

BUTTONS-IR

The external IR receiver
holds four buttons, which
can be used to control the
TT455-RT-238.

You can program the
TT455-RT-238 to react to
Button 1 (to 4) On - or

The TT455-RT-238 is
not restricted to
specific actions for
any of the four
buttons, which
allows you to control
curtains, lights, volume,
relays, etc etc. by sending
either IR or RS232 on any of the
optional ports.

Button 1 (to 4) Off

Controller, Mode, Trigger
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Controller, Mode, Trigger

Memory Map

LINTRONIC IR / SAMSUNG / SAMSUNG / NEC IR / RF TRIGGER

Learn the commands in the CommandList and select the product to be used as trigger.
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DIGITAL INPUTS

The TT455-RT-238 can be triggered by the digital inputs.

The inputs can be connected to switches, contacts, relays, sensors offering open-collector
output, etc.

5 volt

1 or 4

5

100K

5 volt

1 or 4

5

The digital Input is internally pulled up by a 100 Kohm resistor.
In order to activate the input, the input pin 1, must be grounded.

100K

Memory Map

Controller, Mode, Trigger



SleepTimer
In order to enable the SleepTimer to “do something” after a customized timeout, use
Sleeptimer as Mode, and Sleep_Timeout as Trigger. Then specify the Actions to be carried out.

In order to activate the SleepTimer during normal operation:

On the BEO4 remote, press LIST until you see CLOCK and then press GO. The red LED
will produce a “long” blink and for the next 10 seconds, it will produce short blinks, while
being ready to receive instructions about the amount of time, the timer should run:

Press 1 = 10 minutes, Press 2 = 20 minutes, ..... Press 9 = 90 minutes.

If you do not enter a number 1-9 within 10 seconds, the SleepTimer will produce two
“long” blinks and terminate.

If you enter a number 1-9, the SleepTimer will confirm with one “long” blink and then
produce short blinks as long as the timer is running.

When the time runs out, the required Actions are carried out.

http://lintronic.dk

Memory Map Memory Map



SleepTimer - repeating loop
In order to produce an endless loop, a SleepTimer can trigger a new SleepTimer.

Normally the SleepTimer would terminate when it has carried out its tasks.

In order to repeat a sequence in an endless loop, then the last product/command you add to
the Macro is: LINTRONIC TT455-RT-238 CHANGE MODE AND TRIGGER

Select the command according to the time you want to wait: 10 - 90 minutes

When this times elaps, the SleepTimer you created, will be repated.

http://lintronic.dk

Memory Map Memory Map



PowerUp
If you want a specific task carried to be carried out when power is applied (for example start an
endless loop), then use the PowerUp trigger to start the SleepTimer.

http://lintronic.dk

Memory Map Memory Map
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You may use 10 different variables as Trigger, each operating in the range 0-10.
Variables can be used to execute different Actions each time the variable gets a new value.

The below shows how Variable 1 is set ot 0 when entering the CD mode.

When Button 4 of the external receiver is activated, the Variable 1 is incremented (+1).

When Variable 1 gets the value 1, a play function is send the CD player.
When Variable 1 gets the value 2, a stop function is send the CD player and Variable 1 is set to 0.

This way we can make Button 4 do sequential things.

Even if a Variable adjustment/setting is part of a macro, the execution of the variable will not take place until
the rest of the macro has terminated. And each variable will only be checked once.

This is to prevent that variables trigger each other causing a macro to continue in a never ending loop.

NOTE:

Memory Map

Variables http://lintronic.dk/Variables.zip
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Mark to delete function Mark to delete product

Memory Map

Managing the Memory Map
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Show Text or Numbers

Edit parametersOnline documentationSet ports for IR and RS232
(see next page)

Managing the Memory Map
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You can specify on which ports you want the IR/RS232 signal to be transmitted.

1. Click here to enter NUMBERS mode

2. Click here to adjust ports
    Options are:
    1 = low-power port 1 / comport 1
    2 = low-power port 2 / comport 2
    3 = high-power front IR
    H = front use 100% power

Managing the Memory Map
(ports)
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Managing the Memory Map
(Ports)

IR PORT 1

IR PORT 2

IR PORT 3

5 4 3 2 1

9 8 7 6

Rx (in)
Tx (out)

GND

RS232 PORT 2

Programmable
RS232 PORT 1

Tx (out)
Rx (in)

GND
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Macro is marked (-)
To be uploaded

(red lines)

Memory Map

Managing the Memory Map
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Testing the Memory Map

Mark the line(s) to be tested Click TEST

The marked lines will be tested according to the ports on which you want the signals transmitted.

Infrared commands will be transmitted on: low-power 1, low-power 2 and/or front booster

RS232 commands will be transmitted on: comport 1 (pin 7 and 8) or comport 2 (pin 2 and 3)

See next page.
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1  2  3  4  5

10  9  8  7  6
1 

 2
  3

  4
  5

10
  9

  8
  7

  6

FEMALE

COMPORT2
2=Tx
3=Rx
5=GND

COMPORT1
8=Tx
7=Rx

5=GND

to computer
or product2

To
product1

1  2  3  4  5

10  9  8  7  6

MALE

1 
 2

  3
  4

  5

10
  9

  8
  7

  6

MALE

Testing the Memory Map
(infrared and/or RS232)
Infrared signals can be send to the infrared ports as configured. You can send signals to any
of the 8 combinations: 1, 2, 1+2, 3, 1+3, 2+3, 1+3, 1+2+3.

RS232 commands can be send either to comport1 (7/8) or comport2 (2/3). The computer is
communicating with the TT455-RT-238 on the TT455-RT-238’s comport2.

When you ask the TT455-RT-238 to send out RS232 commands on comport 2, then the RS232
command is therefore send back to the computer). The configurator will show you what was received,
allowing you to see the commands that will be send to the device connected on comport2, when the
TT455-RT-238 is disconnected from the computer.

When you ask the TT455-RT-238 to send out RS232 commands on comport1 then you get nothing
returned to the computer, but you can actually control the product on comport1 with this setup.

IR low-power 1
Front booster
IR low-power 2
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Saving is verified

Save project to TT455-RT-238
Saves Memory Map and Settings

Progress bar

Memory Map

Saving the Memory Map
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Memory Map Memory Map

Saving the Memory Map
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Installers listTwo different lists for the user

Memory Map

Owners Manual
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Settings are automatically stored
in the TT455-RT-238 when they are changed

Settings

Adjustments
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Adjustments

Settings

BEO4 NAVI
Here you inform in which mode your BEO4 NAVI (typenumber 1710) is operated.
This will influence on the code being send out when the navigation buttons are used.

MODE 1 (LINK) (detected by the log when navigation buttons are operated)
18:24:22 26870376 - RX:0001801000205000005001055 - Right
18:24:21 26869596 - RX:0001801000204000005001054 - Left
18:24:21 26868832 - RX:0001801000203000005001053 - Down
18:24:20 26867942 - RX:0001801000202000005001052 - Up

MODE 3 (NORMAL) (detected by the log when navigation buttons are operated)
18:19:03 26551026 - RX:0001801000205000000001050 - Right
18:19:02 26550200 - RX:0001801000204000000001049 - LEft
18:19:01 26549108 - RX:0001801000203000000001048 - Down
18:18:46 26534631 - RX:0001801000202000000001047 - Up

X10 PLC
Here you inform whether you have an X10 modem connected to the powerlines.

TT455-RT-238 HW5 supports TI213.
TT455-RT-238 HW5 supports XM10 (230 vac) and TW523 (115 vac).

Also see: http://lintronic.dk/AppNote_X10.pdf

COLORMODE (temporary modes)
You may program each Mode to hold 4 color sub-Modes: Red, Green, Yellow or Blue. This can be
useful to enable control up up to 5 different TV's or to enable function buttons (for example direction
keys and GO) to work as for example NEXT, PREVIOUS and PLAY in DVD mode, and as UP,
DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT and ENTER/OK in DVD Yellow mode.

Example: When selecting mode DVD, I use the Right button to skip forward to next index and the
Left button to skip backward to previous index. When selecting mode Green, I use the direction
buttons Left, Right, Up, Down to select options in the DVD menu and the GO button works as Enter.
Note: Please observe that the TT455-RT-238 will automatically return to the previous permanent
mode if the BEO4 is not activated for 25 seconds.
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RADLIGT

CDVSA

ATARECOVTA

987

654

321

METE
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BANG &
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> >>

Short/Long
See separate manual:
http://lintronic.dk/AppNote_ShortLong.pdf

RADLIGT

CDVDT

AMTEXTVM
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321

MELIST

PL
AY
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> >>

TV MUSIC

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

LIST

0 GUIDE

INFO
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OP- -
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>>
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BANG&OLUFSEN

TEXT

BACK MENU

TV

MUSIC
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4 5 6
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>>

>
>
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BeoRepeater

BEO4 MODE: LINK

WrongModeProtection

By enabling the BeoRepater feature, the TT455-RT-238 will transmit a copy of the detected B&O
signal. By using an external receiver in one room and having the TT455-RT-238 placed in another
room, or run a low-power IR emitter into another room, this will allow you to "shoot around corners"
and control your B&O devices where you would normally not have remote control coverage.

In some installations, it might be an advantage for you that the TT455-RT-238 only reacts if you
bring the BEO4 into LINK mode. If you use the BEO4 to program the Memory Map, then use the
BEO4 in normal mode. The configuration in the TT455-RT-238 is the same regardless whether you
want the LINK option or not.

The BEO4 was designed when the amount of audio and video devices were somewhat limited.
Later VideoRecorders, CD players, DVD players and Hard Disk Recorders etc. were invented and
the BEO4' s job became more complicated. The BEO4 is designed to work with B&O products only
and the products are designed to work together and act specifically to certain commands.

A B&O code consist of a DEVICE field and a COMMAND field. In the SETUP programs RECEIVED
text-field, you see this if you press the appropriate button of the BEO4:

TV 0001801000128000000165
LIGHT 0001801027155000000174
RADIO 0001801001129000000167
VMEM 0001801005133000000166

The first 3 numbers (red) after 801 is the DEVICE ID and the next 3 numbers (blue) is the
COMMAND ID.

It shows that a TV related command holds DEVICE ID 000, a LIGHT related command holds
DEVICE ID 027, a RADIO related command holds DEVICE ID 001 and a VMEM related command
holds DEVICE ID 005.

Unfortunately multiple devices share the same DEVICE ID (for example TV, DTV and DVD share
the TV ID. RADIO, CD and ATAPE share the RADIO ID) and multiple devices share the same
commands (TV <number> = DTV <number>, RADIO <number> = CD <number>). If you change to
a LIST mode, for example CAMERA, you will experience that CAMERA share the TV ID as well.

In order to offer a reliable operation we have to keep a close eye on each and every code from the
BEO4 and constantly check for mode changes, to make sure the TT455-RT-238 internally changes
to the actual mode of the BEO4, or the result will be that TT455-RT-238 will carry out unwanted jobs.

Adjustments

Settings
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Some commands simply do not exist in any given mode. Try activating the BEO4's DTV or SAT
and watch the command received in SETUP: 0001801000138000000166. Device ID = 000 (TV
related). Then activate RECORD and watch the command received in SETUP:
0001801005055000000169. Device ID = 005 (VMEM related).

By offering a WrongModeProtection we obtain the highest level of assurance of the TT455-RT-238
performing as expected. When WrongModeProtection is enabled (checked) and the TT455-RT-
238 is working in a RADIO related mode (RADIO, CD, A.MEM, AAUX, PHONO) it will check for
commands not holding a RADIO DEVICE ID and if such is detected, the TT455-RT-238 will go into
silent-mode and do nothing.

If the TT455-RT-238 is working in a TV related mode (TV, DTV, DVD, TEXT, VAUX, VAUX2, P-in-
P, FORMAT, CAMERA and PC) it will check for commands not holding a TV DEVICE ID and if such
is detected, the TT455-RT-238 will go into silent-mode and do nothing.

If the TT455-RT-238 is working in LIGHT mode it will check for commands not holding a LIGHT
DEVICE ID and if such is detected, the TT455-RT-238 will go into silent-mode and do nothing.

If the TT455-RT-238 is working in VMEM mode it will check for commands not holding a VMEM
DEVICE ID and if such is detected, the TT455-RT-238 will go into silent-mode and do nothing.

If the TT455-RT-238 is working in DVD2 mode it will check for commands not holding a DVD2
DEVICE ID and if such is detected, the TT455-RT-238 will go into silent-mode and do nothing.

Some of the TT455-RT-238's modes cannot be protected as the BEO4 can reach them with both a
RADIO and a TV DEVICE ID. For example STAND, SPEAKER

The WrongModeProtection also means that not all commands are allowed in every mode.
Example: Although you might want to use it for your personal use, there is no LIGHT RECORD
combination in the BEO4. If you are in LIGHT mode and activate RECORD, then the BEO4 will
send out a VMEM RECORD, which will cause the TT455-RT-238 to skip LIGHT mode and go into
silent-mode, to make sure a non-wanted Action is not carried out.

In order to allow you to use as many commands in as many modes as possible, we have to
disregard the DEVICE ID and only look at the COMMAND ID, unless the COMMAND ID tells us to
change mode.

You may optionally turn WrongModeProtection off, which will make it possibe for you yo use
"illegal" combinations from the BEO4. For tests, you can turn the WrongModeProtection On/Off on
the fly, without storing the entire MemoryMap.

Adjustments

Settings
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Macro and delaysTrigger

Action 1

Action 2

Action 3

Macrodelay

Macrodelay

When a Trigger is starting 2 or more
Actions (a macro), an MacroDelay is
automatically inserted between
each Action. You can adjust this
MacroDelay in Settings.

Trigger

Action 1

Action 2 = LinTronic Delay 5 seconds

Action 3

Macrodelay

Macrodelay

In order to speed up the Macro
process, and set delay correctly the
MacroDelay is automatically
skipped, when the previous or the
next Action was/is a:

LinTronic TT455-RT-238 Delay, or
LinTronic TT455-RT-238 Variable

Thank you , Horst, good idea :o)

From TT455-RT-238 firmwware version 001.034.049 and up:

Settings

Adjustments

LinTronic Signal Converter Delay
http://lintronic.dk/supportedproducts.aspx?AudioVideoID=278
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Adjustments

EXIT FUNCTION
The EXIT button of the BEO4 can be used to:
- SKIP ... Skip the temporary mode and return the TT455-RT-238 to the previous permanent mode.
- ACTION ... Convert to Action/Command.
- SILENT ... Bring the TT455-RT-238 into a non-functional silent mode.

TEXT FUNCTION

BEO1 MODE

When you press the TEXT button of the BEO4, the remote enters a TEXT mode. The display shows
TEXT and the remote does not timeout of this mode. When you press EXIT the remote goes back to
the previous mode.
To give you full use of the combinations that our customers have requested over time, the TT455-RT-
238 has some options to the TEXT button:

TT455-RT-238 will enter a fixed TEXT mode (like TV) and you cannot get the TT455-RT-238 to
go back to previous the mode by pressing exit. You have to press TV or SAT/DTV.

TT455-RT-238 will enter a temporary mode (like LIGHT) and will time out and go back to the
previous mode if remote is nopt activated for 25 seconds or you may pressing exit to return to
for example TV or SAT/DTV mode.

TT455-RT-238 will use TEXT as a trigger in the current mode.

BEO1 never was very popular due to the limited number of commands and the many clicks required
to control your B&O TV. However, a number of customers have asked to be able to use this remote.

You may use a BEO1 to carry out a few commands: Up, Up Long, Down, Down Long, Left, left Long,
Right, Right Long, Go, Go Long, Volume Up, Volume Down and Power.

You can force the BEO1 to work in a specific mode, by selecting the mode in the dropdown list. Use a
BEO4 or the mouse to select the wanted Trigger: ApplicationNote
In order to avoid unwanted behaviour we cannot offer more modes for the BEO1. Sorry.

PERMANENT MODE

TEMPORARY MODE

TRIGGER
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Input/Output are automatically stored
in the TT455-RT-238 when they are changed

Triggers are send to the computer
See next page

Copy incoming characters
to the other comport

React to triggers send to the comport
by other LinTronic products

Input/Output

Mode, Trigger, Parameter
See next page

Adjustments

Set default comport
for RS232 control

Testing outputs
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Adjustments

Triggers to Comport 2
When the TT455-RT-238 detects a remote control
a command may be send to the computer on
comport 2. Also detection of the digital input is
send to the computer.

Each type of trigger has a unique command.
Example: Goto Support and seach for 701, which
will present you with the doc CODESET 701,
explaining how to read a detected B&O code.

We have more commands for other Triggers.

This service is automatically temporarily turned
on by the Configurator as it is used to set
Modes/Triggers.

This was the first service we provided to computer
programmers. See also below:
Mode, Trigger, Par to Comport 2

Mode, Trigger, Par to Comport 2
This is a new service which makes it very easy for computer programmers to react to all events
in the TT455-RT-238. This service sends specific information about the exact Mode, Trigger, and
other parameters of interest, covering the remote control, digital inputs, the buttons of the
external IR receiver, etc. No need to track previous codes from the remote to detect for example
TV, LIGHT, mode etc. One unique RS232 string on each trigger presents all.
Example: Goto Support and seach for 915, which will present you with the doc COMMAND 915,
explaining how to read the string.
Perfect for computer programs and as trigger for B&O Masterlink Gateway.

CONTROLLING COMPUTERS/PROGRAMS

Input/Output


